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Wonderful talk, Maria. Wonderful testimony, Suzanne. Wonderful morning, Alastair. Wonderful 

time, Holy Spirit. Thank you all! Glory to God! 

Maria spoke so much that was in my thoughts and my journey with the Holy Spirit,  looking forward 

to hearing it again.  Love being part of this community. 

Uplifting talk by Maria 

Much learning for me, loving the praise, prayer and the morning. Listening to the more the Holy 
Spirit comes, the more it dilutes the muddy waters within us - seems wonderful and so true! I could 
relate to a lot that morning. 

Once again a beautifully well run prayerful day 

Maria Heath's talk was excellent. I doubt if there was anyone there who wouldn't have found 
something enlightening in it, however experienced they are. I look forward to watching the 
recording. 

It was a necessary and helpful spiritual recharge at a time when I was experiencing dryness. 

Mass and Adoration; Teaching through Testimony - Maria's Talk was excellent - clear, humble, well-
illustrated, covered a lot of ground but totally well-connected. Father Anthony's passion is always 
affirming and encouraging. 

Very impressed by wide ranging use of gifts of the Spirit 

Maria speaks in a down to earth way. 

Mass/prayer/adoration crucial 

Maria’s talk was inspirational 

I really found Maria's talk the most helpful. I have been in Charismatic renewal for about 47 years 
but our prayer group died out many years ago and I have not been able to find another one, so I 
have found Adore Online invaluable. Maria reminded me that when our prayer becomes dry the 
Holy Spirit is still with us. I felt very emotional during Maria's testimony and felt that Peace of the 
Lord that she was talking about come over me. Thank you Maria for sharing. 

I really enjoyed Maria’s talk 

I liked just being together  

I found the adoration very helpful,  especially the little talk beforehand. 

Enjoyed attending - this was new to me but it is very important to remember the effect of Holy spirit 
in my life 

Helpful and uplifting. 

Morning is well balanced & appreciated it all! 

The testimony, the talk and adoration together I felt enabled something to 'click'  

I think it is valuable that I got time to focus on my spiritual life. There was time for reflection and 
time to learn from others. I also find it valuable that these retreats are a platform for sharing the 
experiences of my spiritual journey.  

Excellent talk very encouraging  

The personal 'leading and testimonial' talks. Also the Mass with Fr Meredith. 

Maria's talk was excellent, with lots of hints to remind us of God during the day.  
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Sharing the faith is always useful - in this regard Maria's grounded in reality talk on her ongoing 
transformation was beneficial. 

Everything is relevant and can have positive effects/is fruit-bearing  

It was all very inspiring  

It is well organised and I look forward to the meetings 

Happy and grateful for being there 

I love knowing that so many others are present and seeing familiar faces. The beauty of being on line 

is that you can see more people than you can in person  

Good speakers 

so lovely to pray together and feel 'back on track' with the Lord 

I like the cheerfulness of the event. 

Just immense gratitude to those who organize the meeting and make it work. 

Wonderful to connect 

Always feel very grateful for all the preparation made to give us such a lovely celebration.  

Thank you for reminding and enthusing me of many parts of my faith. 

These mornings truly ‘top me up’ and give me joy & encouragement  

Excellent and a really beneficial tool for our Faith and Catholic Community to grow. 


